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MORE GRIP
ON ICE

LESS INTERIOR
STUD NOISE
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LONGER-LASTING
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Revolutionary in every size.
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Tyre dimensions with ContiFlexStud™:
Tyre width in mm

Tyre cross section

195–285

Series 35–65

Rim size in inches

Speed symbol

17-21
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A winter’s revolution

Join the winter’s revolution!
Find out more at www.continental-tyres.com
or get in contact with your local Continental sales partner.
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The all-new IceContact™ 3 with ContiFlexStud™ technology.

www.continental-tyres.com
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The start of a new era
The all-new IceContact™ 3
The next level of winter driving.

Fantastic grip on ice – for a revolutionary winter driving
experience.
The unique stud concept in the IceContact™ 3 sets a new benchmark for winter driving. The combination of two stud types and
its innovative distribution within the pattern delivers unparalleled
levels of grip, ultra-secure handling and even shorter braking
distances.
Vastly improved handling on slushy and snowy roads.
The special groove pattern leads water and slush directly away
from the centre of the tread, delivering perfect road contact and
minimised aquaplaning and slushplaning. Bridges between the
tread blocks ensure higher stiffness and stability for an improved
dry handling performance. Furthermore, rapeseed oil in the
compound keeps the tread flexible at the lowest temperatures,
enabling optimum adaptation to the road surface, increased grip
and snow performance.

The ContiFlexStud™

In sizes of 17" and above, the IceContact™ 3
comes with the revolutionary ContiFlexStud™
technology.

The innovative ContiFlexStud™ brings further
impressive benefits to the IceContact™ 3:

7%
BETTER GRIP
ON ICE

Maximised performance over the full lifetime of the tyre.
Continental’s extensive experience in building studded tyres has
led to a worldwide unique and patented process for securely
anchoring the special coated stud into the tyre. The result is a
long-lasting performance and safety over the lifetime of the tyre.
LESS INTERIOR
STUD NOISE

Exceptional grip on ice.
The hard metal pin achieves a high intrusion into the ice
thanks to the stud’s flexible rubber body which adapts to
the road surface. For up to 7% higher force transmission
and an overall of 110% ice performance.

Less interior stud noise.
The stud body is made out of rubber. So, less metal
hits the road surface which leads to a significant
reduction of the interior stud noise.

Tyre performance:
ContiIceContact™ 2 = 100%
IceContact™ 3 with aluminum stud (14"–16")
IceContact™ 3 with ContiFlexStud™ (17"–21")

20%
REDUCED
ROAD WEAR

Ice
103% / 110%

Dry braking
101%

Snow
100%
LONGER-LASTING
PERFORMANCE
OVER LIFETIME

Dry handling
109%

Reduced road wear.
Thanks to the outer rubber body the stud adapts to the
road surface. Meaning: less damage to the street and
20% reduced road wear.

Longer-lasting performance over lifetime.
The ContiFlexStud™ technology delivers a superior wear
performance – leading to longer lasting grip and driving
safety over the full lifetime of the tyre.

Wet braking
101%

Aquaplaning
107%
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